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Heart and soul 
and a slew of

innovative ideas
make up this

family’s home in
The Heights 

Love
Labor of

aArchitect Mike McIntyre knows a good design solution when he sees it—or
sits in it. While treating himself to a sandwich at Subway, he noticed how com-
fortable the booth-style seating was. Wouldn’t it make the perfect seat and table
assembly for a banquette in his newly designed Heights home?

“I peered underneath and saw the name of the company that makes it,”
recalls Mike. “I called them up and asked if they could make the table a little wider.
They were like, ‘Why would you want to do that? You want to maximize the
amount of space for your establishment. You don’t need it that big.’ When I told
them it was going in my house they said, ‘You’re going to do what?’”

An unusual idea, but one that works in this contemporary Heights home, a
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residence packed with progressive solutions for family—and pet
(two dogs, three cats)—living. The banquette, tucked away in a
Douglas-fir paneled nook to the side of the kitchen, is a beautiful fea-
ture as well as conversation piece for this busy family. “Six-inch or
foot-long? It’s hard to decide at dinner time,” Mike jokes.

Built on an oversized lot that was formerly used as a brick stor-
age yard, the McIntyre home has 4,500 square feet of air condi-
tioned space and 850 square feet of outdoor covered living area. 

Wife, Brenda, jokes that Mike nearly lost out on the job. They
owned the lot five years before building. “I was threatening to hire

PREVIOUS PAGES: The home is defined by elegant indoor-
outdoor living and an interesting mix of textures. � The
McIntyre house has charming curb appeal. Covered
porches add to liveable areas and great views of the yard
and neighborhood. THESE PAGES: Low maintenance 
concrete flooring in its natural color sweeps through the 
dining and living rooms. � Stairs from the second-story 
studio/gameroom lead up to yet another level that harbors
the master bedroom suite and children’s bedrooms.
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another architect,” she says, laughing. 
So Mike did what any good architect-husband would do. He left McIntyre & Robinowitz Architects in the capa-

ble hands of partner Bob Robinowitz for six months so he could concentrate on his family’s home.
It was time well spent. The public enjoyed the fruits of his labor during the 2008 AIA tour and during The Heights

Home & Garden Tour last month. Children Charlie and Carrie were perfect greeters, selling lemonade out front.
The family was quite content in their previous home, a 2,200-square-foot dwelling in Woodlands Heights. But as

their son and daughter grew, so did the family’s needs for space. “We wanted a big yard,” says Brenda. “And a
house where the kids had plenty of room to play without always being off somewhere else,” interjects Mike. “We
bought this property the day it was listed and stayed in contact with the people we bought it from. We wound up
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purchasing their own home next door to the property two or three years later.
That area is now our side yard. So it couldn’t have worked out better.”

The home remains private, yet open to the street, thanks to a cleverly
designed fence by craftsman Mike Tallerico. “The design is almost like hav-
ing a louvered blind on a house,” Mike explains. The residence has plenty of
contained alley space out back where the children play.

“We just love it here. It’s so relaxing to come home to,” says Brenda, who
has a busy career as a neonatologist. “Mike did a super job.”

Visitors to the home are immediately struck by how warm and open it is.
Modern dwellings can sometimes feel cold, but this one is an architectural
treat in warm woods and textures that play against a wonderfully organic
sweep of concrete floors, stamped in leaves and other imprints left by
Mother Nature. 

Charlie and Carrie have left their stamp here too. A sculpture that they
built, in part, from construction scraps is a cherished piece of art in the front
hallway.

Mike had no preconceived ideas about how he wanted the home to
look. “It just evolved over time,” he explains. “It has a hint of Japanese influ-
ence but I didn’t want to knock anyone over the head with it. Most people
aren’t even aware of it, but I’ve had people over who picked up on it.”

The home features an interesting mix of exterior materials including a
standing seam metal roof, aluminum-clad Douglas-fir windows, fiber cement

THESE PAGES: A view down the hallway from the master
bedroom reveals a clean-lined home in soft colors and
warm wood. � A landing looks into the second-level 
gameroom/studio replete with a pair of red Eames chairs. �
The charming banquette is a special feature in the home.
Homeowners ordered the booth and table assembly from a
manufacturer who makes the custom pieces for Subway
and other restaurant chains. The McIntyres ordered a
slightly wider table and had their choice of laminate color
for the seats. The kitchen’s island top is made of a stone
called Verde Vecchio from Walker Zanger. � Using the most
of a space was a goal here. The multi-purpose front room
off the entry is great for overnight guests or office work and
gets used by the entire family.
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board siding, cedar rafters and ipé siding, trim, decking
and columns. Inside, the concrete floors are joined by others
in white oak and slate. Cabinetry is both painted and rift-
sawn white oak, as in the kitchen.

Most striking in the living room is a large slab of Rainforest
Café granite that makes up the fireplace surround. This
space is sleekly outfitted in a bright red Eero Saarinen
womb chair and comfortable upholstered pieces from
Room & Board. 

The dining room, just a step-up and turn from the front
entry hall, has great views of the yard and easy access to the
kitchen. A large dining room tabletop made from old
Louisiana barge wood is set with French bistro chairs for an
eclectic look. Nearby sits a cherished piece, a vintage radio
that once belonged to Mike’s uncle. “He used to be a piano
player for Frank Sinatra in the 1940s and he bought that
radio for my grandparents so they could listen to him play.”

The family keeps dinner time simple, eating in their pow-
der blue “Subway-style” banquette most often. It’s ele-
vated off the floor by a few inches. “That establishes a
couple of things,” explains Mike. “It keeps the dog from
eating off of the table and it makes the surface the same
height as the countertop so we actually get another work-
ing surface out of it.”

The kitchen is fetching with rift-sawn white oak cabinetry
playing against brushed finish black granite. Glass tile from
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Walker Zanger acts as backdrop while a large island in
Verde Vecchio stone (also Walker Zanger) is a focal point.

A multi-purpose guest room just off the front hallway
can be used as a guest bedroom, study or just a space to
hang out. It’s next to a full bathroom. “Since Mike’s office is
just two blocks away we didn’t really need a home office
for him, but we all really use this space,” says Brenda.

Stairs with a stainless steel rod banister lead to a volu-
minous space on the second level that acts as game-
room/studio. Another small set of stairs leads to a long
hallway where the children’s bedrooms are located, each
with their own bathroom. A corridor to the left leads to a
sleek master bath in slate, glass tile and a modern Duravit
bathtub. 

The master bedroom has a treehouse feel with a smooth
pine ceiling overhead and amazing views of the grounds.
Mike designed the built-in bed and nightstands.

Even the dogs can come and go in this house thanks to
an automatic pet door operated by magnets in their col-
lars. Once in, a cleverly designed interior dog door pulled
from a wall recess can contain them from the rest of the
house when needed.

“It’s like their own little compartment with beds, their
own little come-and-go-as-you-please place,” says Brenda.
“It’s cool because other critters can’t come in like the typ-
ical dog door. When the dogs get close to the door, it
raises up. Although one of our cats has figured out that if he
comes to the back door and meows, the dogs are going
to come and the doors will raise. Cats figure things out.”�

THESE PAGES: Mike designed the built-in bed and nightstands
in the master bedroom that has a treehouse feel overlooking
the grounds. The ceiling is pine, flipped to reveal the smoother
side. � The master bathroom exudes a clean, contemporary
look with glass tile behind a sleek Duravit bathtub. � Brenda put
her creative talents to work here by printing out family pho-
tographs, then using a decoupage technique to transfer them
onto blocks. Mike did his part by cutting the blocks from a
piece of solid hardwood. The result is a whimsical display in the
bathroom off of the downstairs guest bedroom/study. �
Another of the home’s many multi-purpose spaces—here, an
upstairs gameroom/studio outfitted in a pair of red Eames
chairs and other modern furnishings. � Carrie’s upstairs bed-
room is “all girl” in cheerful yellow walls.


